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＜Industrial tourism・Nature＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Target Regions

Start Miyayama Station

Time Required 3.5 hours

Goal Samukawa Station

Access

JR Sagami Line [Miyayama Station] … Walk (10 
min) … Samukawa Shrine (60 min) …Walk (11 
min) … Waiwai-ichi (30 min) …Walk (7 min) … 
Samukawa Waterworks Memorial Hall (60 min) 
…Walk (18 min) … JR Sagami Line [Samukawa 
Station]

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

About 17 min walk from Samukawa Station 
(JR Sagami Line)

290

Shonan

Samukawa Town
Tourist Attraction No.

Kirin Beverage Shonan Factory
This is a tour in which you 
can experience the secret 
of the deliciousness of 
“Kirin Gogo-no-Kocha” 
Investigate the secret of 
Gogo no Kocha by seeing, 
touching, and feeling “how 
Gogo no Kocha is made to 
be so delicious”!

So many exhibitions with the theme of water!

Water Museum

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Group Individual

Anrakuji-Temple（Sutra copying experience）
Anrakuji-Temple  is a Shingon-shu 
(Shingon sect of Buddhism) temple 
and a branch temple of Koyasan 
Takamuroin (Mount Koya 
Takamuro-Temple). You can experience 
sutra copying on the 2nd Sunday (from 
3 pm) of a month. Reservations are not 
required. However, if you wish to 
participate as a group, please reserve in 
advance. 

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

Did you know that the Kanagawa Prefecture-run waterworks was established as Japan’s first 
broad area waterworks? The Water Museum opened in the year 1984 utilizing Samukawa’s 
memorial facility, the old pumping station, that is the birthplace of prefecture-run waterworks. 
The building with the retro exterior built in the year 1936 and the kappa (river-child) fountain 
in the water circle is popular as a relaxing place for citizens.

You can play with the “Aquagun shoot” in which water pistols are used to compete how much 
one can turn the water turbine within a limited time, and the “The Run Down Old Pump” in 
which you draw water using a hand pump--something that you don’t often see anymore.

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

4001 Miyayama, Samukawa-cho, Koza-gun, Kanagawa-ken

9:00-16:30 Closed on Monday (if a Monday is a national holiday, then the next day), 
the year-end and New Year holidays, and Monday through Friday of the 4th week of February.

Available

http://www.pref.kanagawa.jp/cnt/f360620/
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